TSSC E-Resources Task Force Meeting  
January 22, 2019  11:00 AM

WebEx link
https://ufw.webex.com/ufw/j.php?MTID=md777cd29e386b53a8516b6bffdd7d0f7

TSSC LibGuide:  
https://falsc.libguides.com/tssc

Present: Kim Montgomery Co-Chair (UCF); Bonita Pollock Co-Chair (USF); Melissa Stinson (FALSC); Elaine Dong (FIU); Hank Young (UF); Brain Falato (USF)

Not Present: Mark Lopez (FSU);

Guests: Gerald Langford (UF)

Agenda

- Decide on a meeting time
  - Leave it open and meet when needed
- Project guidelines
  - Records merged by oclc numbers in shared bib merge in 2012
  - Vendor records with OCLC numbers were merged with OCLC records
  - Develop process to fixed merged vendor records with OCLC records
- Brainstorm e-resource issues from shared bib merge
  - Find vendors that were merged
  - Reload the merged records with altered 035 so doesn’t merge
- EEBO Project plan Discussion
  - Profile for EEBO for genload altered 035 field
  - Reload EEBO records per each institution
  - Remove old EEBO records from catalog
  - 2017 EEBO records were loaded for FIU match point (UnM)18176175e
  - EEBO records have OCLC number with an e on the end
  - UCF match point for EEBO (UnM)99825790e
  - USF match point for EEBO
  - Find all other vendors that were merged onto EEBO records - ECCO (15 with wur=ecco aspresolver) Sabin (89 with wur=sabin aspresolver) and Evans (4 with wur=evans aspresolver), Alexander Street (4 records with wur=eebo aspresolver)


- EEBO link
  - EEBO records in aleph wur=eebo gets 423720 records
  - EEBO 2018 records =001 oc99882331e=003 UnM

- **EEBO Clean Up Plan**
  - Find all EEBO records in Aleph
  - Separate out the EEBO links from all other vendor links on the records
  - Identify records with non electronic locations (microform)
  - Verify that the current EEBO match point in correct
  - Update with current EEBO bib records
  - Update holdings on new EEBO records for each institution
  - Reload other vendor records that were merged
  - Remove other vendors links and holdings from EEBO records

- **Create list of vendors affected by shared bib merge**
  - CIS - Congressional Information Service - Microfiche merged with GPO records
  - OCLC records merged with vendor records
  - Links on OCLC records for vendors none of us own (ebrary)

- **Discuss sending out a survey to SUS institutions**
  - Statement of the problem and list some issues
  - Ask for feedback on issues with incorrectly merge e-resource records
  - Product, vendor, where records come from, enhancements
  - Open ended statement to share issues

**Action Items**

- Ask FALSC about EEBO genload profile - Elaine or Daniel
- Verify how genload works with matchpoint
- Search catalog and find merged vendors - add them to the spreadsheet
- Bonita create a survey and post to google drive
- Send out invite to MQCS meeting on Feb 7